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IoT Systems

 The Internet of Things (IoTs) is a network of

physical devices that are connected to the

Internet and capable of collecting and

sharing data. The IoT technology is

fundamentally different due to

 Decentralised Topology

 Heterogeneous Network

 Limited Processing Power at Edge Node

 Autonomous Behaviour



Blockchain Technology



IoT Use-cases

 Supply Chain Management

 Smart Cities

 Smart Home

 Healthcare

 Automated Contracts

 Quality Control and Regulations

 Financial Services



Special Blockchain Requirements 

for IoT systems

 Transaction speed & cost

 Scalable consensus mechanism

 Data security & privacy 

 Trust establishment

 Virtual network among partners



Blockchain Platforms for IoT Systems

 IOTA

 Waltonchain

 OriginTrail

 Slock.It

 Moeco

 IBM Watson

 Netobjex Platform 



Comparing IoT requirements and 

Blockchain platforms

Requirements IOTA Waltonchain OriginTrail

Transaction 

speed

500-800 transactions per 

second. 

4 transactions per second. 

Uses side chain to speed up. 

Depends on IOTA, Ethereum, 

or NEO for consensus.

Data Security & 

Privacy

Support data security but 

not privacy of data 

Support data security but not 

privacy of data

ZKP [4] to provide privacy of 

the transacted data.

Trust 

Establishment

IDoT [1] is used to build 

reputation systems

Use node reputation 

mechanism

Each stakeholder has to be 

approved by the previous node

Virtual network Does not support. 

Plan is in the pipeline.

Does not support private 

communication

Does not support private 

communication



Conclusion and Future Work

 It is evident from the table that the existing platforms do not 

address all our identified requirements.

 In future, a detailed analysis of each of the requirements in

the table need to be done. The proposed concept level

requirements and comparison of blockchain platforms will

lay the foundation for understanding and developing

blockchain platforms.
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